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Global insight. Smart decisions.

MEG is the most trusted source of global
mining information and analysis.
To help our clients make
better decisions more
quickly, we supply raw
data and sophisticated
analysis based on unbiased
research and reporting.
Clear, thorough, and
reliable.
We draw on three decades of
comprehensive information
and analysis, with an
unsurpassed level of
experience and credibility.

Suite 300, 1718 Argyle Street, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 3N6 Canada
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From worldwide exploration,
development, and
production to strategic
planning and acquisitions
activity—our experienced
and knowledgeable
researchers and analysts
provide essential services
for all facets of the industry.
We draw knowledge directly
from extensive industry
contacts, carefully reviewing
global news and information
sources to deliver superior
databases and research
services.

Innovative approaches
to information deliver
exceptional services—
offering you higher value
and broader insights.
Relevant, accurate, and
complete—our databases
and studies help you make
confident decisions that
lead to improved results.

The foundation for confident growth decisions—use verifiable data to focus
on results rather than the hunt for information. Quickly gain efficiencies through our
easy-to-use online databases, and use our credible, reliable research to gain clearer
insights and support better decisions.

We offer our clients the ability to identify new business opportunities; analyze
details to benchmark, compare, and value; monitor competitors and market trends;
and act more efficiently and with more confidence, using a recognized, unbiased
source to back decisions and actions.

Database Services

Global Presence

	Analytical Research

MineSearch

Corporate Exploration Strategies

The industry’s most extensive
and reliable online global project
and company database. Search
continuously updated information
on thousands of mining projects
and companies.

The industry’s only comprehensive
source of detailed global exploration
budgets. CES is the acknowledged
benchmark for exploration-related
spending, strategies, and worldwide
trends.

Acquisitions Service

Reserves Replacement Strategies

Descriptive profiles and comparative
analysis of current and historical
project and company transactions
dating back to 1995.

Detailed investigations of how—and
at what cost—the majors are
replacing reserves for copper, gold,
and nickel including discoveries,
exploration, acquisitions, and project
pipeline activity.

Exploration Activity Service
Meticulously reviewed database of
junior and intermediate company
activity—from discoveries, drill
results, and initial resources/
reserves estimates to exploration
agreements, mergers, acquisitions,
and financings.

Strategic Advisory Services
	Industry Monitor
An analysis of monthly activity and
emerging trends in the precious
and base metals pipeline—from
financings to initial drill results, new
resources to production.

Strategic Report
A bimonthly compilation of original
MEG research on critical supplyside issues—acquisitions activity,
capital costs, production cost curves,
financings, exploration, emerging
markets, new and developing mines,
metals outlooks, and smelting and
refining charges.

Our clients include
Major international mining companies
Banks
Investment and fund managers
Intermediate and junior mining
companies focused on growth

Customer Care
Whether it’s custom training, ongoing user support, or onsite
visits, Customer Care is included with each service we offer. We
place a premium on developing long-term, trusting relationships
with our user community—ensuring you get the best results from
our information to support your business objectives.

Service and equipment providers
Governments
Consulting firms
Client list available on request.

CompanySearch
Subscribers to our services also receive access to an extensive, searchable
database of mining company and project information.

“I founded Metals Economics Group in 1980 to provide clear, in-depth—and above all, accurate—information
to answer the critical questions facing the mining industry. Over the past three decades, the focused effort
of our researchers and analysts has given MEG an industry-leading reputation for quality and reliability,
and the trust of the leading companies in the mining space. Today, in close consultation with our clients,
we continue to innovate and upgrade our offerings to meet the needs of an increasingly complex and
information-saturated marketplace.” — Michael Chender, CEO

Global insight. Smart decisions.
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Metals Economics Group is proud to provide industry standard tools
to the following business sectors.
Supporting mining companies’
critical information needs

The financial industry’s
source for mining information

Market intelligence for service
and equipment providers

A credible, global perspective
for government organizations

Information partner for
consulting firms

Develop M&A scenarios for clients
and benchmark proposed deals
against a 15-year history of past
transactions
Quickly find comparables to support
your valuations efforts
Clearly see the opportunities and
risks in emerging market trends
Stay abreast of current industry
activity to identify potential
JV, investment, or financing
opportunities
Track your competitors' deal-making
activities
Explore and analyze data to fill in the
details of your financial models
Create thorough and informed client
presentations supported by MEG's
credible information

Perform market-potential
analysis and quickly create lists of
opportunities based on specific
prospective client criteria
Develop regional and country-level
perspectives on the industry—
seeing what companies are doing,
where, and what commodities they
are targeting
Efficiently gather market intelligence,
and acquire detailed historical
and current knowledge on specific
projects
Monitor changes in project and
company activity
Create data-rich presentations
and reports

S ave time in locating information to
direct policy planning and decisions
Keep up to date with current affairs
and news
Track discoveries, trends, and
commodities
Support companies in overseas
activity and economic development
within your borders
Benchmark your jurisdiction against
other regions, analyzing activity and
levels of spending
Develop fact sheets and presentations
to market your country
Monitor in-country changes for
projects and companies
Track financings affecting projects
in your country

 uickly focus your efforts and gather
Q
up-to-date information on individual
projects, companies, countries/
regions, and commodities to support
your client-specific work
Grow your client base by accessing
global, in-depth knowledge about
client activities
Easily export and add data to your
own analytical models
Create comprehensive, well-informed
presentations and reports

“MineSearch provides information,
not data. It has been read, vetted,
and edited by a human being. MEG
produces a consistent approach that
results in a reliable information source.”
—Mining Analyst at a major financial
services firm

“I really couldn’t do my work without MEG
services. The services play an integral
role in looking for global opportunities
and performing mineral evaluation by
providing the ability to scan external
business-related market data. The power
lies in the ample written descriptions—
history, operational cost data, and
production cost data.”
—VP, Business Intelligence at a major
mining service provider

“I cannot think of another company
in the industry that has a better
reputation and reliability of information.”
—Mining Analyst at a major financial
services company

“Corporate Exploration Strategies is the
primary source for data on exploration
expenditures. It’s an absolute must-have
for all analysts serious about forecasting
industry trends and identifying the next
hot commodity and country plays.”
—Minerals Economist at a major
diversified mining company

 onitor emerging opportunities,
M
hot spots, and project progress
Track competitors and trends
Find potential acquisitions targets
Identify JV partners, investors,
or buyers
Develop forecasts and scenarios
Verify and validate information
Justify decisions and deliver
well-informed presentations

What our clients are saying…
“MEG has the largest and longeststanding databases containing an
unprecedented history of activity.”
—Exploration Manager, New Projects
at a junior mining company

“MineSearch is the most comprehensive
database we have.”
—Senior Project Manager at an
intermediate mining company
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Accurate. Comprehensive. Easy to use.
The industry’s most trusted project and company database.

Search continuously updated profiles on thousands
of global mining projects and companies—using the most
respected source of worldwide project and company
information in the mining industry.

Clients use MineSearch to…

MineSearch is…

Identify

Analyze

Monitor

	Discover emerging
business and corporate
development opportunities

	Gather details on specific
projects and groups
of projects

	Monitor the activities
of projects and companies
that meet specified criteria

	Identify JV partners,
investors, and buyers

	Carry out due diligence,
comparables, and
valuations

	Track competitors

	Generate client lists

	Drill down for details
to support analysis
	Develop quick what-if
scenarios

	Maintain watching briefs

Act
	Establish benchmarks
	Cross reference in-house
project and company data
	Support internal and
external reports and
presentations

Powerful and meticulously compiled

The most historically detailed

MineSearch yields faster results. Information
from hundreds of sources—including direct client
contacts—carefully read, analyzed, and organized
by our research team.

See detailed history on projects with the only
industry database whose records go back to 1981,
making possible long-term views and analysis.

The best spatially linked information
Search for and view results with flexible map-based
views of information—proximity searches, multiple
map layers and views.

Detailed and easy-to-use
search capability
Search by any of your key business criteria. With
MineSearch, it takes just a few seconds to find all
the relevant information with seamlessly combined
project and company criteria.

Elegant and intuitive
Get up to speed quickly, and easily locate what you
need to know.

Universally trusted

Easy to integrate and analyze
Download unlimited information for further
analysis and integration with your own data, using
both project- and company-focused views.

Updated continually
Our experienced team of research analysts
thoroughly reviews information and updates the
database every day using both public information
and ongoing contact with people at all levels
of the industry.

Referenced and verifiable
We analyze and consolidate the essential facts
and figures into easy-to-read profiles. Direct links
to referenced sources give you confidence in the
information and quick access to additional context
and data.

Be confident your results are complete and
accurate. Our information is clearly organized to
support your business needs.

Trust the definitive mining industry database—thousands of projects
and companies in an easy-to-use format.
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MineSearch Features
Project and Company Profiles

Searches and Alerts

Both thorough and concise, each profile may be downloaded, printed, or viewed online.

Quickly find companies and projects by seamlessly searching
across both company and project criteria.

Project profiles include
Mine type

Work history

An iterative method makes it easy to narrow or broaden your
search results. Use specific project and company criteria
combined with text search and map-based tools.

Alternate project names

Production information

Save an unlimited number of searches and watch lists.

Stage of development and
activity status

Operating costs
Capital costs

Monitor continuously updated activity by setting unlimited
individual email alerts.

Transactions

Updates

Location and description
of claims

Geology

A listing of new or significantly updated project profiles.

Environmental comments

Receive a monthly email summary report.

Detailed reserves and
resources breakdowns

Subcontractors

Commodities covered

Maps

Cobalt, Copper, Diamonds, Gold, Iron ore, Lead, Lithium,
Molybdenum, Nickel, Niobium, Palladium, Phosphates,
Platinum, Potash, Rare Earths, Silver, Tantallum, Tin,
Uranium, Zinc, plus more than one hundred secondary
commodities.

Spatially linked project and company data displayed
on Google satellite and terrain maps.

Owners and ownership
history

Links to press releases and
other source references

Company profiles include
Corporate contact
information
Parent and subsidiary
companies
Historical company
ownership records
Capitalization history
and interactive market
capitalization graphs

Financial information
including links to annual and
quarterly reports; company
web site; stock exchanges;
and regulatory filings on
Sedar and Edgar
Listings of directly and
indirectly held projects
Company news including
press releases issued by JV
partners and others
Links to exploration budget
profiles in Corporate
Exploration Strategies

Exportable shape files and maps.
Project symbols indicate status, level of activity, primary
commodity, and in-situ value.
Map points include brief project or company descriptions
and link directly to relevant profiles.

Linked News
Access press releases linked to projects and companies that
match your specific search criteria.

Data Downloads
Unlimited Excel exports for use in analyzing and aggregating
data, comparing projects and companies, preparing reports,
and augmenting your in-house databases.
Project- and company-focused downloads.
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Evaluate and compare—the competitive edge in project
and company valuation.
Support your deal-making discussions and decisions with complete,
authoritative, and relevant transaction information. Access essential details on
companies, operating mines, and advanced-stage precious and base metals projects.

Clients use
the Acquisitions
Service to…
	Perform quick comparisons and
evaluations of transactions on a cost
per pound or ounce basis
	Support valuation activities with definitive
information on comparable transactions
	Get the complete picture of current
and historical transactions by asset type
and region

Acquisitions Service is…
Credible
Used as a source by the world’s
leading financial institutions.

Authoritative
Gain in-depth knowledge of the
acquisitions environment with
details on significant project and
company transactions worldwide.

Efficient
Quickly initiate valuation
processes.

Up-to-date
and historically rich
Inform current actions in the
context of transaction information
collected for nearly two decades.

Flexible
Find transaction information
using targeted search criteria—
narrowing results to match your
specific needs.

With MEG’s credible analysis—including historical
transactions dating back to 1995—you’ll acquire a clearer
picture to support more rigorous valuations.

Acquisitions Service Features
Comparative evaluation tool
Compare any transaction
to a range of other
transactions—an instant
picture of offers for in-situ
resources at various stages
of development in different
regions. Compare by
• Price paid as a percentage
of in-situ value
• Price paid per unit of
primary metal equivalent
• Total acquisition price
• Region
• Stage of development

Current activity
• A summary table of project
and company transactions
reported in the past year
sortable by multiple
criteria including price
paid per pound or ounce
of in-situ primary metals
and primary equivalents
• Export key company and
project information, price
paid, share premium,
percentage acquired,
evaluation of cost per
lb/oz of reserves
and resources
• Links to transaction details

Search the complete
project and company
transaction database
Searchable information
on significant worldwide
property and company
acquisitions since 1995.
Filter transactions by
• Target
• Seller
• Buyer
• Financial advisors
• Date announced
• Transaction price
• Primary commodity
• Location

Transaction profiles

News

Detailed analysis of each
transaction including

View current and historical
transaction-related press
releases for companies
listed on the world’s major
exchanges.

• Price paid; price per pound
or ounce of primary metal
• Project assets acquired
• Links to relevant company
data and press releases
• Summary, including
background information
• Analysis of projects with
known resources
• Links to MineSearch
project profile snapshots
taken at the time of
the transaction (links
to current profiles for
MineSearch subscribers)

Downloads
Export details on assets
involved in transactions.
Download comparative
evaluation tables.

Perform text searches
on transaction profile
comments.
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A comprehensive view of junior and intermediate company
growth and financing activities.

Your window into emerging opportunities.
The Exploration Activity Service gives you the critical information and analysis you
need to support and justify exploration, financing, and deal-making activities,
as well as to monitor the environment for marketing and sales opportunities.

Clients use the
Exploration Activity
Service to…
	Identify opportunities—prospects for
financings, asset purchases, partnerships,
M&A, and marketing
	Benchmark financings and deal terms,
exploration agreements, and M&A activity
to best evaluate assets and build a strong
growth strategy
	Track exploration hot spots,
new discoveries, resources/reserves
developments, early-stage project
activities, corporate strategies,
and locations of interest
	Reference and compare reliable, unbiased
information in reports to management,
shareholders, and investors
	Be alerted to new activity that meets
specified criteria

Exploration Activity Service is…
Contextual and relevant

Focused and efficient

Cut through the clutter with
a strong sourced inventory
of analyzed significant
announcements—compare, plan,
and move forward with financing
and deal activities.

Alerts save you valuable research
and review time while keeping
watch for the information you can’t
afford to miss.

Exhaustive and organized
Gain the knowledge to benchmark
plans and support decisions with
detailed analysis of transactions
and agreements, financings,
exploration results, and resources/
reserves estimates and changes.

Rich and flexible
Easily find relevant information
using flexible search parameters.
Develop and explore comparables
within a rich historical precious and
base metals database.

Exploration Activity Service Features
Types of activity

Activity details

Searches and alerts

Transactions & Agreements
• Major company deals
on junior/intermediate
company projects
• Junior/intermediate
company deals on major
company projects
• Junior/intermediate
company mergers and
acquisitions
• Government privatization
transactions with junior/
intermediate companies

Financing type, amount,
status, and source

Filter current and archived
activities by

Contained metal

• Project
• Company
• Location
• Commodity
• Announcement type,
including financing type
and status
• Date

Financings
• Junior/intermediate
company and project
financings over $1 million
including public offerings,
private share placements,
loans, convertible
debentures, and more
Exploration Results
• Significant early-stage
precious and base
metals discoveries and
exploration activities
and extensions of known
mineralized bodies
Resources
• Initial resource estimates
• Significant changes to
previously announced
resources/reserves

Lists of advisors and brokers
Commentary on contained
metals, certainty, and more
Links to related news

Graphs and reports
View monthly trends in
financings by year, month,
region, commodity, and
stock exchange.
Download a weekly review
of significant drill results
including intervals, grades,
grade equivalents and
values, and value curves.

Search text for key phrases
and other relevant criteria.
Receive email alerts
about specific projects or
companies, and new activity
that meets your criteria.

News
Daily news includes all
precious and base metals
activity, with significant
announcements linked to
activity reports. Covers
companies traded on the
Australian, Canadian,
London, South African, and
U.S. exchanges.
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The industry’s only source of global mining exploration
spending and strategies.
Corporate Exploration Strategies is the industry's benchmark for exploration
trends and strategic analysis. Benefit from both a global and a granular view—
backed by information you can trust.

Clients use
Corporate Exploration
Strategies to…
	Benchmark current and planned
exploration budgets to guide strategy,
planning, and decision-making
	Detect and monitor company, geographic,
and market trends
	Plan growth strategy
	Support corporate and board
presentations and decisions
	Develop mineral policy and attract
exploration spending

Corporate Exploration Strategies is…
Global in scope

Historically rich

Access exploration information
on active mining companies
worldwide, including details on the
scope and direction of exploration
programs, current activities, and
strategic orientation.

Compare and analyze exploration
spending over the last ten years.

Detailed and refined

Easily create custom reports
and analyze the data for internal
research efforts and to make
presentations.

Corporate Exploration Strategies Features
Volume I:
A Worldwide Analysis

Volume II:
Exploration Budget Profiles

Volume III:
Appendices

An overview of industry
trends in nonferrous
exploration budgets with
detailed analysis of overall
allocations for the last ten
years, including location,
commodity, stage of
development, and other
important criteria.

Comprehensive profiles
of companies with significant
exploration budgets

• Detailed exploration
budgets of companies
directly surveyed by MEG
analysts
• Overview of spending by
region and country
• Review of companies with
significant exploration
projects but no exploration
budget who are seeking
financing or joint ventures.

Allocations by corporate
headquarters show trends
in domestic and overseas
spending.

• Current exploration
activities
• Major company overviews,
including the organization
of their exploration
departments
• Detailed comments on the
majors’ growth strategies

Companies' exploration
budgets and actual
spending are examined
as percentages of their
adjusted annual sales
revenue.

Download underlying data
View online or download
data to Excel for further
analysis.

1989-2009

Worldwide Exploration vs. Relative Metals Prices
Nonferrous Exploration Total

Relative Gold Price

Relative Copper Price

$15

3.0

2.5

$12

2.0
$9
1.5
$6
1.0

$3

$0

Relative Metals Prices (1989=1)

Review detailed analyses
of budgets—individual company
and global-combined totals—
by commodity allocations, location,
stage of development, origin
of funding, and as a percentage
of adjusted annual sales revenue.

Flexible

For more than 20 years our team of skilled analysts has been
collecting and analyzing exploration-related information from
thousands of companies around the globe.

(US$ Billion)

Corporate Exploration Strategies
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Corporate Exploration Strategies provides you with all there is know about global
exploration activity.
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Reserves Replacement Strategies

Address key factors affecting your company's growth by
comparing competitor reserves replacement strategies, and by
understanding the cost of finding and replacing reserves.

Production, exploration, and acquisition—a clear view
of reserves replacement strategies for copper, gold, and nickel.
Gain access to a detailed examination of how, and at what cost, major companies
are replacing their reserves. A thorough analysis of reserves and production profiles
for major producers, discoveries of large deposits, exploration budgets, acquisitions
and divestitures, and project pipelines.

	Identify up-and-coming producers as
possible opportunities for acquisition
	Support strategic decisions with solid
information on competitor histories
and plans

Background for further
analysis
2,500 and strategy

2,500

Inform current strategy with
2,500
historical perspectives
on all
2,000
factors affecting the reserves
replacement environment.
2,000
1,500

Benchmarking

1,500
1,000

Measure the effectiveness of your
reserves replacement and growth
1,000 success
strategy. Compare your
500
as an explorer/acquirer with your
competitors.
500

Nickel Mined and Discovered ('000 mt)

	Forecast future supply with a
well-informed outlook on the pipeline

2,500

2,000

Work with the entire underlying
2,000
dataset,
using our analysis
2,000
1,500 develop and support
to further
your strategies.
1,500
Nickel Mined and Discovered ('000 mt)

	Clearly see the industry’s costs
of adding reserves through exploration
and acquisition

Deep analysis

2,500

Nickel Mined
Nickel
andMined
Discovered
and Discovered
('000 mt) ('000 mt)

	Benchmark the effectiveness of reserves
replacement strategies

Reserves Replacement Strategies is…

Nickel Mined
Nickel
andMined
Discovered
and Discovered
('000 mt) ('000 mt)

Clients use
Reserves Replacement
Strategies to…

1,500
1,000

1,000
500

1,500

1,000

500

Reserves Replacement Strategies Features
Executive summary

Production pipeline

Exploration spending

Company profiles

Overview of metrics used
to compare relative success
of replacing reserves.

Examines historical trends
in production and costs,
together with the most
viable sources for future
production

Ten-year review of
exploration allocations

Details how the biggest
producers are replacing or
augmenting reserves for
the last ten years. Profiles
include data on

Examination of major
producers' positioning
relative to production,
acquisitions, exploration
spending, and discoveries.
Review of recent activity
related to production and
reserves replacement.

Analysis: A ten-year
perspective
Compares major producers'
performance with global
industry performance

• Details major new mines
and expansions of existing
mines over the past ten
years
• Reviews the most
advanced and promising
projects
• Reports annual production
changes
• Highlights geographic
location of resources in the
pipeline
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• Level
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Laterite Production
• Comparison of reserves
to production
2,000
acquired at time of
• Cost of finding copper,
purchase with reserves
gold,
or
nickel
in
new
reported three years later
1,500
discoveries
500
0

1,000

• Database of budgets
and totals for the biggest
spenders
• Detailed examination of
companies with the top
budgets over the ten-year
period including yearby-year allocations and
resultant trends
• Brownfields vs grassroots
comparison
• Majors vs juniors spending

Discoveries
Comprehensive ten-year
assessment of major
discoveries
• Examines discovery size
and location
• Compares discoveries
with production of major
producers

Download underlying data
To facilitate in-depth analysis
and manipulation of data,
the study includes all
underlying information in
downloadable spreadsheets.

• Reserves replacement
• Overall production and
pipeline
• Acquisitions and
divestitures
• Exploration budgets
• Discoveries

Reserves replacement
metrics tables
Ten-year overview of
• Average costs of reserves
replacement
• Production changes
• Total costs of reserves
acquisitions and metal
equivalent in acquired
reserves and resources
• Reserves development
through exploration,
with costs in explorationderived reserves
• Major discoveries including
average grassroots
exploration costs per
discovery
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1999

2000

2001
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2004
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2007

2008

2009

Sulfide Discovered Dsc 3-yr Avg

117.4

457.9

305.3

731.5

707.8

707.8

647.1

404.8

846.7

619.3

1,192.2

750.3

Laterite Discovered Dsc 3-yr Avg

1,743.0

1,851.8

2,020.6

1,439.6

1,471.5

685.5

1,034.8

896.3

1,111.4

844.4

380.4

165.3

Nickel in New Discoveries

1,860.4

2,309.7

2,325.8

2,171.1

2,179.3

1,393.3

1,682.0

1,301.0

1,958.1

1,463.7

1,572.6

915.5

Mine Production

1,115.0

1,050.0

1,127.9

1,236.6

1,267.9

1,282.8

1,304.0

1,420.4

1,480.0

1,521.5

1,510.2

1,376.9

Sulfide Production

702.5

651.0

690.0

738.2

736.5

738.2

743.7

826.3

869.1

843.2

876.5

771.5

Laterite Production

412.6

399.0

437.9

498.3

531.4

544.6

560.3

594.1

611.0

678.3

633.7

605.4
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An MEG Strategic Advisory Service—supply-side intelligence
for industry decision-makers.
A series of graphs with commentary track developments and analyze data
and information only available from MEG—from initial drill results to financing
and production.

MEG Industry Monitor Features
The MEG Pipeline
Activity Index (PAI)

MEG Pipeline Activity Indices for Gold,
Base Metals, and All Metals
MEG Pipeline Activity Index (PAI)

MEG Gold Pipeline Activitiy Index

Aggregate Market Cap
by Exchange Group, June 2010

MEG Base Metals Pipeline Activity Index

150

JSE
6%

Other
2%
LSE group
22%

Asian Exchanges
9%
Latin American
Exchanges
10%

100

2,566 Companies

50

TSX Group
21%

NYSE
15%

25

ASX
15%
Jun-10

Apr-10

May-10
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Jan-10

Feb-10

Dec-09

Oct-09
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Apr-09

May-09

Mar-09

Jan-09

Feb-09

Dec-08

Oct-08

Nov-08

Sep-08

Jul-08

Aug-08

Jun-08

0

Top 100 companies account for 89%
of Aggregate Market Cap
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$900
40
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$300

Jun-10

Apr-10

May-10

Mar-10

Jan-10

Feb-10

Dec-09

Oct-09

Nov-09

Sep-09

Jul-09

Aug-09

Jun-09

Apr-09

May-09

Mar-09

Jan-09

0
Feb-09

$0

Monthly PAI and MCap

Significant drill results

Project milestones

Acquisitions

Download underlying data

Reviews the changes in
volume of significant drill
results announcements
(segmented by initial finds,
new zones/satellites, and
extensions of existing
deposits), with a further
breakdown by region.

Monitors positive and
negative changes in the
number and value of projects
undertaking feasibility
studies; making production
decisions; or entering,
expanding, or cutting back
production. Also monitors
positive announcements
by region.

Follows the number of and
price paid for company and
project acquisitions, with
a breakdown of the value
acquired by stage of project
development.

Subscribers to underlying
services can link to
detailed information (in
Excel spreadsheets) that
underpins relevant charts
and graphs.

75

May-08

MEG Pipeline Activity Indices

125

$1,200

Dec-08

	See the macro trends in the industry

Stay current with data drawn
from MEG’s trusted databases
and analytical research. Provides
an aerial view of the industry and
complements our other services.

80

Oct-08

Quickly scan industry movements
captured in our charts and graphs,
and review related commentary
and analysis.

$1,500

Nov-08

	Provide clear information to management
and add weight to presentations

The Index measures the
relative change in overall
pipeline activity compared
with changes in industry
market capitalization
and metals prices.

100

Sep-08

Accurate, up-to-date,
and verified

Informed analysis

$1,800

Jul-08

Gain additional value by carefully
considering MEG’s examination of
the data and by performing your
own analysis.

MEG Indexed Metals Price
120

Aug-08

	Drill down into rich details to support
forecasting and planning

From drill results to acquisitions,
the information keeps management
informed of the latest developments,
with details to reinforce your view
of the current environment.

MEG Pipeline Activity Index (PAI)

$2,100

Jun-08

	Locate areas in which to grow

Additional value

Mining Industry Market Cap

May-08

	See leading indicators of how the mining
industry is performing

Broad and deep

The PAI measures the level
and direction of overall
activity in the supply
pipeline; it incorporates
significant drill results, initial
resource announcements,
project development
milestones, and significant
financings into a single
comparable index.

Aggregate Market Capitalization (US$ bil)

The MEG Industry Monitor is…

The MEG Pipeline Activity Index (PAI)

MEG Pipeline Activity Index and Indexed Metals Price

Clients use
the MEG Industry
Monitor to…

A visual, up-to-date overview of emerging trends in
exploration, project development, financings, and acquisitions in
the precious and base metals pipeline.

Initial resources
Reviews the number and
value of new initial resource
announcements, including
a breakdown of the relative
value of initial resources
by region.

Financings
Tracks junior and
intermediate financing
activity, including a
breakdown of amounts
raised by financing type.
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An MEG Strategic Advisory Service—supply-side intelligence
for industry decision-makers.

The Strategic Report provides insight and deep analysis on
critical supply-side issues facing the global mining industry.

The MEG Strategic Report includes information and analysis on acquisitions, capital
costs, exploration, company activity, metals outlooks, supply pipelines, production
costs, project status changes, and smelting and refining charges.

MEG Strategic Report Features

Clients use
the MEG Strategic
Report to…

The MEG Strategic Report is…
Insightful and
forward looking

Historically rich

	Gain insight into specific areas of the
Benefit from timely, informative
industry,
and
stay
on
top
of
developments
analytical articles.
URANIUM SUPPLY PIPELINE, 2010
in the mining industry that may be outside
Deep experience
current
focus
Every
year since 1985,
the consumption of uranium has exceeded primary production by 20% to 40%. During

Access an online archive of
information dating back to 1996.

this 25-year period, the supply gap has been lled by sales from existing inventories of uranium, from recycling
Access information analyzed
	Support
andagreement
presentations
programs,
and fromreports
Russia’s 20-year
to sell 24 millionwith
pounds of “surplus” weapons-grade highpresented
by MEG's highly
enriched
uranium
for civil use. MEG
However,analysis
Russia has stated
downblending
HEU
access
to(HEU)
exclusive
on that
theit will not continueand
for use as commercial nuclear fuel after the agreement’s 2013 expiration date. The Worldexperienced
Nuclear Association and knowledgeable
current industry environment
reports that as of June 2010, 29 countries worldwide are operating 438 nuclear reactors for electricity
ofuranium
researchers.
generation and 60 new nuclear plants are under construction in 15 countries. It forecaststeam
that global
	Stay current on project status changes
consumption will reach 238 million lb by 2020 and 275.7 million lb by 2030—increases of 33% and 54%
worldwide
from
the 178.5 million lb forecast for 2010.
As	S
illustrated
in Figure
1 below, uraniuminitiatives
miners are responding to the decit and have increased mine
upport
forecasting
production of uranium by more than 25% over the past three years. If prices remain high enough, additional
increases are planned.

Uranium
Production,
Consumption,
and
Prices,
Figure
1: Uranium Production,
Consumption, and
Prices,
2004-132004–13
$120

Feature articles include

Current production costs focused on a
specific commodity and country/region.

An annual overview of MEG’s Corporate
Exploration Strategies study (includes a
detailed look at country and company
exploration spending and strategy).

Capital costs for selected types of projects,
companies, or regions.
MEG’s metals outlooks for copper, gold,
nickel, platinum, silver, zinc, or other topical
metals. Price outlooks from other respected
consultants also included.
Current smelting and refining charges for
copper, lead, and zinc.
Worldwide project status changes
update—the latest information on status
changes at worldwide precious and base
metals mines and development projects at a
glance, including a synopsis of current status
and information on owner(s), percentages
held, projected mine startup, mine and mill
type, reserves, major metals, grades, and
production capacity.

Annual reviews of trends in precious
metals, base metals, and diamond
acquisitions.
World supply pipeline reviews for
various commodities, including copper,
diamonds, molybdenum, nickel,
platinum, uranium, zinc.
A review of junior/intermediate
financings.

Base Metals Acquisitions and Price Trends, 2000–09
Base % Change

30

200%

Number of Acquisitions over $25 Million

150
$60
100
$40

50

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010*

2011*

2012*

2013*

Mine Production

104.5

108.5

102.6

107.4

114.1

131.5

143.0

158.6

165.5

181.0

Consumption

160.8

166.9

162.8

167.8

167.7

173.1

178.5

184.5

189.8

194.6

Price

$18.65

$28.82

$49.94

$100.75

$64.46

$46.71

$41.50

$50.00

$55.00

$60.00

100%
15
50%
10

0

$0
Cu deals
Ni deals

0%

Data sources: World Nuclear Association, TradeTech, MEG estimates.
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1

1

2

4

11

4
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7

-50%

3

3

3

2

0

3

7

5

2

8

6

Cu Relative Price

0%

-13%

-16%

-2%

59%

65%

133%

79%

72%

48%

Ni Relative Price

0%

-31%

-31%

15%

54%

44%

106%

118%

33%

28%

Zn Relative Price

0%

-21%

-39%

-37%

-8%

25%

155%

64%

23%

28%

Zn deals

*Estimated.

Metals Economics Group - Strategic Report, July/August 2010
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150%

Percent Change in Metals Prices (2000=0%)

25

$80

0

Regular articles

$100

200

Uranium Price (US$/lb)

Uranium Production and Consumption (mil lb)

250

Junior Financings, January 2008–January 2010

Each Strategic Report offers a series of regular articles and two special features.
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